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Video Wall
 Control room are a vital component of any major operation. Be it 
traffic management, security, surveillance, process control or 
utilities, Control room are building blocks of city wide management.

Ensuring access to every intricate detail and real time information has 
become a necessity for control room operators. With Video walls, 
round-the-clock vigilance and monitoring in real time has become 
convenient and manageable. Features like true cube redundancy and 
long life hours of light source in a video wall ensure a long term 
performance in mission critical applications.

Furniture
Ergonomic control room furniture and auxiliary equipment specially 
designed for the long-run and built to last in 24/7 environments that 
meet and exceed the highest control room design standards.

Control room operators are not static robots. They are human beings 
who thrive on variety, stimulation, activity and choice. Each individual 
has different dimensions and can have a different cone of fixations, 
line of sight, near-point, field of vision and postural preferences 
within a given task zone.

Soundproof

 When one is looking to protect persons (from noise) by the means of 
a cabin (for soundproofing or soundproofed), A wide range of 
soundproofed control room for industry for many applications of 
soundproofing / acoustic insulation related to the protection of 
workers against noise.

The Powerful solutions at a reasonable cost in response to all the 
needs in the matter of soundproofing (preventive or curative) by the 
means of ergonomic equipment (standard or tailor made) for which 
the quality of design and of execution meets the highest level of 
requirement in this area for an efficient fight against noise in the 
context of compliance with legislation on noise at work or of 
improvement of working conditions.

Smart Glass

Switch glass is the cutting edge in glass technology which has the 
power to control transparency, making it the smartest glass around. 
Switch glass you can make transparent glass translucent, to block 
visibility, with the click of a button.
      Works with an electric switch or a remote-control device.
      Activates in less than ten microseconds.
      Blocks UV rays that are harmful to the skin.
      The interlayer behaves like a security film.
      Ensuring safety.
      Its acoustic properties help dampen outside noise.
      Lasts a minimum of 20,000 cycles.
      Low power consumption.
      A variety of color tints are possible.
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EQ-E Series

EQ-E-19 EQ-E-18 EQ-E-17 EQ-E-16

EQ-E-15 EQ-E-14 EQ-E-13 EQ-E-12

EQ-E-01 EQ-E-00 EQ-E-09 EQ-E-08

EQ-E-07 EQ-E-06 EQ-E-05 EQ-E-04

EQ-E-10
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EQ-S Series

EQ-S-15 EQ-S-14

EQ-S-13 EQ-S-12

EQ-S-00 EQ-S-09 EQ-S-08 EQ-S-07

EQ-S-06 EQ-S-05 EQ-S-04 EQ-S-03

EQ-S-10 EQ-S-19

EQ-S-18 EQ-S-17 EQ-S-16

EQ-S-01
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EQ-J Series

EQ-J-14EQ-J-15

EQ-J-01EQ-J-12

EQ-J-07EQ-J-08EQ-J-09EQ-J-00

EQ-J-03EQ-J-04EQ-J-05EQ-J-06

EQ-J-18EQ-J-19

EQ-J-16EQ-J-17EQ-J-10

EQ-J-13



EQ-N-10

EQ-N-19 EQ-N-18 EQ-N-17 EQ-E-16

EQ-N-15 EQ-N-14 EQ-N-13 EQ-N-12

EQ-N-01 EQ-N-00 EQ-N-09 EQ-N-08

EQ-N-07 EQ-N-06 EQ-N-05 EQ-N-04
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EQ-N Series
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EQ-K Series (Leather)

EZ-Y Series (Fiber Glass Cloth)

EZ-Y-10 EZ-Y-19 EZ-Y-18 EZ-Y-17

EZ-Y-16 EZ-Y-15 EZ-Y-14 EZ-Y-13

EQ-K-12 EQ-K-01 EQ-K-00 EQ-K-09

EQ-K-08 EQ-K-07 EQ-K-06 EQ-K-05

EQ-K-10 EQ-K-19 EQ-K-18 EQ-K-17

EQ-K-16 EQ-K-15 EQ-K-14 EQ-K-13
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